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since 2018, systran has started offering translation
services through the open-source community, and it

has been actively contributing to the open-source
project. with the release of this new product, systran is
now able to contribute to opennmt and contribute to

the development of the community and the framework
as a whole. with this partnership, systran will not only
be providing new translation services, but it will also
be contributing to the future of the community. the

company has a lot of experience in translation, and it
is building a large network of experts and professionals

in the field. its commitment to the community is a
perfect example of how to develop an open-source

community, and this partnership is one of the ways it
contributes to the project. systran offers its users two
exciting solutions for translation. the first one, systran
translate, is a self-service engine designed for people

who have access to smartphones but want to translate
their documents on the go. the second one, systran

cloud, is an online api translation service that is
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available 24/7 and is designed to automate the
translation of text files. it is the perfect solution for
large-scale, high-volume projects, such as websites,

emails, contracts, and documentation. systran is now
able to translate millions of documents into 140+

languages simultaneously. the new release also adds
an important new feature. now, users can translate a

document directly from their smartphone, without
opening the desktop software at all. there is no need

to download or upload the document, either.
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systran translate users can connect and add
translation engines from the systran translate website
(systran.com/translate). they can also customize and

load them into the systran translate pro application, all
without needing to buy additional plugins. as more

translators connect to the platform, systran translate
pro integrates with the most popular third-party

translation solutions in the market today, including
google translate, microsoft translator,

yandex.translate, baidu.translate, babelfish and of
course the widely used systran translate. systran

translate pro is designed to help smbs and freelancers
translate their content and make it available on their

websites or on any other channel. it comes in two
editions, with or without our in-house integration with
adobe business catalyst, and includes a web-based

user interface (ui) and a mobile app, all for an
affordable price. at the heart of systran translate pro is
a powerful neural machine translation engine. thanks
to its neural network, systran translate pro offers a
dynamic translation experience that is based on the
latest research in the field of machine translation.

systran 7 is the ultimate solution for all your machine
translation needs. with systran machine translation,

you'll be able to communicate with the native
speakers of the language you need to speak, in a

matter of minutes. not only can you translate your text
but also make translations in more than 140

languages. all you need to do is upload a document to
systran's cloud-based platform and let the platform do
the rest. systran translate is one of the world's most

popular mt solutions. 5ec8ef588b
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